It is shown that in the context of geodetic brane cosmology that the produced gas of gravitons in the RTG could not be just the dark matter which manifests itself as a "missing energy" in our universe.
The relativistic theory of gravitation with graviton mass is a field theory in the same sense as classical electromagnetics [1] . It is based on the special theory of relativity. The Minkowski space is the fundamental space for the gravitational and other fields. The gravitational field is described by a symmetric second-rank tensor φ µν and is a real physical field possesing energymomentum density, rest mass m, and polarisation states corresponding to spin 2 and 0. The field equation is D µ φ µν = 0, where D µ is the covariant derivative in the Minkowski space. The gravitational field is joined in the Lagrangian density of matter directly to tensor γ µν according to the following rule:
where φ A represents matter fields, g = det g µν , γ = det γ µν ,g
The theory has to do only with Rienmann spaces which are covered by a single map. So Rienmann spaces with complicated topology are totally excluded. The metric of the initial Minkowski space is not eliminated. It is retained in the gravitational field equations to preserve the notion of an initial system in which the forces of inertia are initially zero.
In reference [2] , it is shown that the insertion of the cosmological term into field equation destroys the logical structure of the theory because this requires to insert the additional repulsing physical field which is not affected by the matter [3] .
The equation of motion for the gravitational field and matter in the RTG are:
wherem 2 is the squared graviton mass. These equations are form-invariant with respect to Lorentz transformations.
In reference [3] , it is shown that the RTG predicts an opportunity of the intensive production of gravitons at the early stage of evolution of the homogenous isotropic Universe. A hypothisis was suggested that the produced gas of gravitons could be just the "dark matter" which presently manifests itself as a "missing mass" in our Universe.
In this paper, we will follow another direction. In recent papers [4, 5] , within the framework of geodetic brane cosmology formulated by virtue of 5-dimensional local isometric embeding, we found that the FRW evolution of the Universe is goverened by the effective (ρ + ρ Λ + ρ dark ) density rather than by the primitive (ρ + ρ Λ ), where ρ dark ≡ 3m 2 c 4 8πGh
In what follows, ρ Λ = 0. In the RTG, the evolution of the homogenous isotropic Universe is determined by the following equations [6] :
where w = 12
For a radiation dominated stage of the Universe evolution in the domain of the small values of the scale factor a(γ) and zero critical density:
It follows that the minimal value of the scale factor is
where
It is not difficult to show that the scalar curvature R takes the following value:
where λ c is the Compton wavelength. Only when m is equal to zero, R = 0. In other words, for a homogenous and isotropic space with zero density and zero cosmological constant, the scalar curvature R in radiation dominated stage of the Universe evolution is not zero, in contrast to the general relativity theory (GRT) and to [7] .
We follow [7] and we assume that the rate of graviton production depends only on the following quantities:
In this case, the Hubble constant H reaches its maximum at the instant of time when
so that
and
It is easy to show that
The Hubble "constant" in this case vary from zero value to H max for a rather small time interval given by γ = 0.36H
max . The number of produced quanta of the gravitational field in cubic centimeter of volume will be proportional to cR 2 γ, c(R ρλµν R ρλµν )γ,which means that the rate of graviton in the hot radiation dominated phase of an empty Universe is also determined by ρ max .
When m 2 = H 2 (h = c = 1), ρ max is nothing than the critical density (classical) of the FRW cosmology. In our calculation, m 2 > H 2 so that ρ max > ρ critical . It is important in our scenario to distinguish between "dark matter" and "graviton". Further details and investigations will be dealt in subsequent publications.
